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The qualitative-quantitative study investigates the co-existence of barriers and levers to FOBT screening in 5894
individuals reluctant to be screened, identifying operational motivational patterns that may increase screening
compliance. Co-occurrence analysis was performed according to three motivational conditions (barriers, levers,
or both).Cluster analysis then identiﬁed motivational predictors of eﬀective screening. One quarter of the individuals who had refused screening nevertheless expressed at least one motivation towards FOBT. As such, coexistence of barriers and levers within the same individual demonstrates ambivalence tendencies. Intrinsic
motivations appear to be the most likely to increase FOBT compliance. This study ﬁnds that certain factors wellknown to improve CRC screening compliance generally, may not have much impact on reluctant individuals due
to ambivalence and contextual nuances. Several practical recommendations to encourage screening participation
are oﬀered, such as focusing on levers rather barriers, providing tailored education to improve awareness and
readiness, and fostering intrinsic motivation with relevant approaches.

1. Introduction
With 1.2 million new cases per year, colon cancer (CRC) is the third
most common cancer and the second leading cause of cancer deaths
worldwide (Ferlay et al., 2013; Jemal et al., 2011). Regular screening
enables early detection, leading to a cure rate of 90%, thus relieving the
particularly high ﬁnancial burden of digestive cancers (Hewitson et al.,
2008).
In France, national guidelines recommend organized screening with
biennial fecal occult blood test (FOBT) for people aged 50–74 years
with average CRC risk, and an opportunistic screening with colonoscopy for high-risk individuals, at least every 5 years. The program is
free, but is cost-eﬀective only with high participation rates (Lejeune
et al., 2004), which are currently insuﬃcient in France (Jezewski-Serra
and Salines, 2013) as in Europe (OECD, 2012) and the USA (Joseph
et al., 2012).
Meta-analyses and meta-syntheses have isolated psychosocial variables predicting CRC screening compliance (Honein-AbouHaidar et al.,

2016; Javanparast et al., 2010; Wools et al., 2016). “Female gender”,
“low income/education” and “young age” have been demonstrated to
have a negative impact on CRC screening uptake, while “past FOBT”,
“other screening”, “personal/familial history of CRC” and “medical
recommendation” generally increase FOBT compliance. According to
Wardle et al. (2015), determinants of CRC screening also underline
individual (e.g., knowledge, attitude, social norms) and thus motivational aspects (e.g., decisional balance of beneﬁt-risk).
In parallel, studies that have used qualitative methodologies with
semi-structured interviews or focus groups concur that the problem of
screening participation is above all a matter of awareness and misunderstanding (Aubin-Auger et al., 2011; Dharni et al., 2016; Kimura
et al., 2014).
According to psychosocial models of motivation (Hagger et al.,
2002; Munro et al., 2007; Witte and Allen, 2000), perception of threat
severity and vulnerability should increase awareness and, thus, motivation to adapt. Several conﬂicting motivations can, however, co-exist
within a person (e.g., smoking and quit smoking, participate in FOBT or
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the study sample.

when faced with a screening decision and how s/he adapts to his/her
contradictions.
The main objective of this mixed-study is to further investigate the
issue of motivation, in particular, ambivalence and self-determination
aspects overlooked in current FOBT literature, by using a robust and
validated qualitativemethod. The secondary objective is to propose a
quantitative description of factor patterns related to FOBT participation.

not, etc.) and, as such, motivation is considered to be ambivalent rather
than dichotomous (Miller and Rollnick, 2013). At the same time, volitional processes intervene in transitioning from intention to acts. Selfeﬃcacy for change and cues to act have both been demonstrated to
increase volition and thus, probability to act, while perceived ineﬃciency, constraints or danger of change strongly reduce the likelihood, as shown in CRC screening with FOBT (Cole et al., 2007; Senore
et al., 2010).
In addition, Ryan and Deci (2000) argue that motivation determination falls within a continuum of extrinsic (i.e., determined by conditions) to intrinsic (i.e., spontaneous interest) motivations. The more
motivation is self-determined, the more the person is in line with his or
her principles, with the eﬀect of increasing behavior maintenance. In
the context of CRC screening, intrinsic motivation is desired because of
ethical considerations to ensure autonomous decision-making (Smith
et al., 2010), informed choice (Wardle et al., 2015) and the need to
maintain screening program proﬁtability by improving participants'
loyalty and limiting ineﬀective and costly reminders.
While it is useful to identify populations with lower or higher
probabilities of screening, this purely descriptive distinction between
facilitators and barriers seems insuﬃcient to capture the underlying
motivations leading individuals to participate in screening. To provide
support to individuals reluctant to screen, it is essential to better understand the decision-making processes that an individual goes through

2. Materials and methods
The present analyses are a secondary analysis based on qualitative
data collected during a large-scale telephone survey of people reluctant
to be screened. The primary analysis evaluated the cost-eﬀectiveness of
tailored telephone counseling to increase FOBT participation in comparison with a standard postal mail-out. A randomized controlled
protocol was used, as brieﬂy described below, and has been described
at length in a previous publication (Denis et al., 2017).
2.1. Procedure
The protocol adhered to the national requirements for inviting eligible subjects to the ﬁrst round of any biennial campaign. If no response
was obtained (neither refusal nor medical exclusion), the recipients
59
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were usually sent three reminders at T6, T10 and T12 months respectively. FOBT was sent directly to their home with the second reminder
(R2). Telephone interviews were conducted just before sending R2 so
that only individuals actually willing to perform the test received it.
Four health professionals (3 nurses and one psychologist) conducted
the semi-structured interviews. They were assisted by a computer
program that prompted the key ideas from the interview guide and
allowed them to transcribe patients' speech automatically. Among the
questions, participants were asked to explain and develop the reasons
why they had not participated in screening, as well as the reasons that
would motivate them to perform FOBT screening.
For the purposes of the study, a non-exhaustive list of potential
barriers and motivations was established during a pre-interview survey
among experts (gastroenterologist, epidemiologist, and desk oﬃcers
communicating with screening participants). During the data collection, the interviewers had to check the elements registered in the grid
and to complete any new or imprecise ideas using a writing zone. This
method allowed direct transcription of the contents. In addition, data
were automatically saved and collected in a spreadsheet exportable to
specialized software for qualitative data processing. We point out that
no health education was carried out before the data collection. No
encouragement to screen was given until after the data collection.

Table 1
Description of study participants.

2.2. Study population
According to French guidelines for organized colorectal cancer
screening, eligible subjects were 50–74 years old, with no recent test
(< 2 years) or opportunistic colonoscopy (< 5 years), having neither a
familial nor personal history of colorectal cancer, Crohn's disease, ulcero hemorrhagic rectocolitis, nor any recent digestive symptoms.
Study participants had to be eligible for the R2 reminder, meaning that
they hadn't yet performed the FOBT despite two previous communications. Exclusion criteria were as follows: recent colorectal cancer
screening (within the time limits mentioned above), medical exclusion
before contact, death, guardianship or database irregularities (re-invited subjects, duplicates, updating failures).
As shown in the ﬂow chart (Fig. 1), 49,972 of 156,614 available
persons were included in the study after randomization, of whom 1622
were ineligible. In the present qualitative analysis, only data collected
by phone were analyzed. As such, 19,756 individuals with only the
postal reminder and 21,988 more randomized individuals for whom the
interview was not achieved (9853 unknown numbers and 12,135 not
reached) were also excluded. Finally,6606 eligible study participants
completed the entire interview, of which, 5894 mentioned at least one
facilitator or barrier. The sample was 57.7% female with a mean age of
60 years (SD = 6.9) (Table 1). Regarding access to care, there were as
many least deprived people as there were most deprived people. Participants were covered by the national social insurance program
(74.4%), but had never done the test despite the reminders (68.8%).
Finally, one quarter of participants (24.5%) performed a FOBT within
9 months following the call.

Sample size

5894

Female

3401

(57.7)

Age (years)
50–54
55–59
60–64
65–69
70–74

1591
1332
1291
908
766

(27.0)
(22.6)
(21.9)
(15.4)
(13.0)

Screening history
First invitation
Never user
Former user

996
4055
843

(16.9)
(68.8)
(14.3)

Urban areas
Large
Medium
Small
Missing

3442
407
2004
41

(58.4)
(6.9)
(34.0)
(0.7)

Deprivation Indexa
Quintile 1 (least deprived)
Quintile 2
Quintile 3
Quintile 4
Quintile 5 (most deprived)
Missing

1456
1285
796
955
1350
53

(24.7)
(21.8)
(13.5)
(16.2)
(22.9)
(0.9)

Health insurance programb
General program
Special program
Self-employed program
Civil service program
Agricultural program
Missing

4385
177
436
678
206
18

(74.4)
(3.0)
(7.4)
(11.5)
(3.5)
(0.3)

a
The French version of the European Deprivation Index (EDI) is an aggregated deprivation index created by Pornet et al. (2012) ranged from the least deprived (i.e., with
higher likelihood to access to care) to the most deprived (i.e., with a more compromised
access to care due in particular to a combination of several limiting factors such as low
education, low skill level and precarious living conditions). The advantage of this index is
that it relies on the concept of perceived fundamental needs and necessities of life.
b
In France, health insurance status is provided by several diﬀerent programs, the most
common being the general program. The variety of programs depends on the level of
contributions levied on wages or public aid depending on the wage status of the person
(unemployed, self-employed, special agent, etc.). In all cases, the test is 100% supported
by health insurance and regional councils for medium risks. For high risks, the rest of the
charge is a minimum of 2.5 € for consultation. The advantage of the organized screening
program is that it avoids the systematic use of colonoscopy which costs at the most 70 €
for people lacking complementary healthcare insurance.

rather than using only quantitative methods which would have been
purely descriptive. From this point of view, the use of a similarity tree
(a schematic representation of occurring and co-occurring semantic
networks) is appropriate (Drieger, 2013; Osgood, 1959; Vergès and
Bouriche, 2001) because it facilitates the capture of the central (vs.
peripheral) core3 of a social or attitudinal construct (i.e., barriers and
motivations here) (Abric, 2003; Guimelli, 1993). The analysis is based
on the use of a co-occurrence matrix constructed as a bivariate correlations matrix where the variables are substituted by speciﬁc words or
ideas (e.g., motivations or barriers). As a correlation coeﬃcient, each
cell reports the number of times that two ideas have been reported
together by the subjects and thus gives an idea of the link (i.e.,

2.3. Data analysis
The present study aimed, not only to highlight the speciﬁc motivations for CRC screening compliance which were the most representative (i.e., occurrence1 analysis), but also to clarify the articulation of these motivations (i.e., co-occurrence2 analysis). To achieve
this, we conducted a qualitative analysis to oﬀer a deep explanation
(i.e., exploration) of motivational processes involved in CRC screening,

3
According to the author, items of information are basically structured around a socially shared, rigid and stable hub of knowledge (i.e., the central core of representation),
and certain contextual varying data (i.e., the peripheral elements of representation). The
central core is the part of the network that is shared by the vast majority of participants.
It's consensual and stable over time and is very useful to highlight to deﬁne the active
principles of the health program. The peripheral elements are more transient and relatively respondents—dependent. They provide an interesting nuance that allows us to
reﬁne our understanding of the content of the representation and build more targeted
interventions.

1
This refers here to the number of time a word is quoted in statements (one counted
per individual)
2
This refers to the number of time two words appear together in statements (one
counted per individual)
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terms or constitute categories; 4/debrieﬁng with colleagues; and 5/
carrying out split half analysis in order to ensure that the semantic
network was stable and robust.

connectivity) between these two ideas. The frequency of each idea is
also considered. The matrix is then translated into the similarity tree.
On this diagram, (1) the size of each label is proportional to term occurrence; (2) the size of each line linking two terms is proportional to
their co-occurrence (i.e., to the strength of their link); and (3) word
location (distance or overlap) not only takes into account connectedness between elements, but also readability of the picture thanks to the
use of consensual drawing methods (Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991;
Kamada and Kawai, 1989) (cf. example in Supplementary materials).
For this reason, we cannot depend entirely upon distance between
constructs as a meaningful metric inversely related to co-occurrence
(i.e., that two spatially distant ideas are not necessarily negatively related; they can be the opposite, and may even be linked albeit less
obviously and signiﬁcantly than other ideas). Furthermore, and contrary to the bivariate correlation estimate, the co-occurrence index does
not either account for the direction (positive or negative) of the link
between two terms or ideas. In our study, three similarity trees were
drawn using the IRaMuTeQ4 [Interface of R for the Multidimensional
Analyses of Texts and Questionnaire] software to analyze the negative
(i.e., barriers), positive (i.e., facilitators) and both simultaneous negative and positive attitudes towards FOBT achievement (i.e., ambivalence). In the latter case, the main interest of such a combination was to
determine which facilitators and barriers were inextricably bound up
with each other and, thus, to provide potential explanations in accordance with our objectives. In any case, the most apparent and most
connected ideas give a reliable overview of the manner the central core
is constituted. The other elements that are weakly linked or rarely cited,
constitute the peripheral nucleus.
To test the secondary objective, each barrier or facilitator was ﬁrst
converted into dummy variables (i.e., binary variables reﬂecting whether or not the person mentioned this reason). Then, using the R software, we conducted an Ascending Hierarchical Classiﬁcation [AHC] to
aggregate these motivations into a reduced number of motivational
proﬁles (clusters) by emphasizing similarities and dissimilarities in the
way participants responded. Finally, we used logistic regression with
odds ratio (OR) and treatment contrasts to compare the predictive
weight of each proﬁle on the 9-month FOBT screening compliance.

2.5. Ethical considerations
This study was considered a non-interventional study by the
Regional Ethics Committee (Est IV)6 which approved the study protocol.
As per requirements, an informed verbal agreement covering participation in the study and the use of medical records was obtained.
3. Results
Study participants reported barriers (N = 5887) and/or facilitators
(N = 1540, 26.13%). Among them, 1533 were considered as ambivalent because they reported motivations both to perform and not to
perform FOBT.
3.1. Independent analysis of barriers and facilitators to FOBT
Our primary emphasis is on ambivalence rather than on facilitators
and barriers studied independently. However, we provide detailed
analyses and ﬁgures of an independent analysis in Supplementary
materials.
To sum up, a total of 94 barriers and 50 facilitators were broadly
identiﬁed (e.g., physician endorsement, knowledge, risk perception),
echoing those identiﬁed in the literature (Wardle et al., 2015; Wools
et al., 2016) and conﬁrming the internal validity of our ﬁndings. Two
dimensions of barriers were found depending on whether motivation
(“Not concerned”, “No symptoms”) or volition (“Fears positive[result]”,
“Procrastination”, “Complicated”) was aﬀected. Facilitators, for their
part, are organized in word clouds underlying extrinsic motivations
(vicarious experience, contextual cues as “Convenience” or “Support”),
intrinsic motivations (“Preserve health”, “Important”), and even a
motivation (or lack of motivation) to FOBT (the 4 items detached from
the motivational tree).
3.2. Ambivalence in FOBT screening motivation

2.4. Validity procedures
Fig. 2 presents the overall semantic network highlighting the simultaneous reporting of motivations and barriers (i.e., ambivalence).
The most dominant theme of the word cloud is the “Procrastination”
barrier that, indeed, refers to torn feelings and indecision. More surprising, only motivations gravitate around the term and should paradoxically explain a delay in FOBTs (“Early diagnosis”, “Partner/Family
did it”, “Past FOBT”, “Familial/Personal ATCD [Antecedents]”, and “Social
support”).Looking at it more closely, and based on the assumption that
change is hard or threatening7(Alvaro et al., 2010), as well as choosing
not to prevent cancer (Weinberg et al., 2009),each thought would allow
the individual to temporize the cancer threat while maintaining status
quo8(see for example Girandola, 2000, for a detailed review of autoregulative defense strategies in fear appeals). Moreover, “Procrastination” is especially strongly associated with “Preserve health”, “Past
screening” and “Advice” motivations that were demonstrated here to be
ambiguous and negatively connoted.

In accordance with validation procedures for qualitative analysis
(Rohleder and Lyons, 2015) credibility (i.e., internal validity) was ensured by a prolonged phase of data-gathering (14 months), short verbal
summaries and triangulation with other methods (e.g., interviews with
general practitioners(GP) and screening program organizers, colorectal
screening program immersion, and literature review). Regarding authenticity, the very large eﬀect size not only achieved saturation (i.e.,
other interviews did not provide substantial additional knowledge), but
also increased diversity of vantage points, as suggested by Table 1.
Concerning transferability (i.e., external validity, generalization),
the context of the study is suﬃciently well described allowing other
researchers to transpose the ﬁndings to other similar contexts (e.g.,
gaïac or immunochemical FOBT compliance, motivations implied in
colonoscopy adherence or, more broadly, decision-making in cancer
screening, etc.).
Finally, we endeavored to support dependability and conﬁrmability
by 1/providing researchers with suﬃcient information to replicate our
results (e.g., inclusion and exclusion criteria); 2/using four diﬀerent
interviewers to collect and code the information during counseling
sessions; 3/using judge selection methods5 to merge proximal semantic

6
Name of the committee for the protection of persons (i.e., ethical research committees) in the East of France ensuring that any human biomedical research project conducted in France respects various measures (medical, ethical and legal) aimed at guaranteeing the protection of the participants.
7
Change underlies risk taking, a worrying leap in the unknown and, thus, loss of both
bearings and control. In the CRC context, FOBT achievement implies a change from habits, with the risk to be diagnosed or suﬀer from side eﬀects of medical examinations.
8
Indeed, current persons eligible for CRC screening claim to be under protection due to
an old FOBT, still having time owing to CRCs earliness or entrusting relatives with responsibility to force decision in due time (reverse eﬀect of social/spousal support).

4
The software is available on the oﬃcial website http://www.iramuteq.org/ and requires downloading the free R software at the link https://www.r-project.org/
5
The judge selection method allows the researcher to make choices or to lend weight
to his/her own subjective decisions by obtaining an inter-coder rate of agreement
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Fig. 2. Similarity tree highlighting simultaneous barriers and motivations to fecal occult blood test colorectal cancer screening (N = 1533).

positive”, “Impotence to cancer”), or for participants who did not have
symptoms (“No symptoms”), or had already received proof that they
have “no cancer”. In this case, subjects infer that their doctor also believes the screening is not necessary (“Not recommended”), which is why
the GP is not recommending the test (“No test”).In parallel, previous
examinations or tests are used as benchmarks for screening. In comparison, FOBT seems to them more complicated (“Disgust”, “Ashamed”,
“Use problems”, etc.).
Finally, “Advice” is not necessarily encouraging. Even well-meaning,
encouragers involuntarily convey anxious (“Looking for trouble”, “Fears
positive/cancer/treatment”) and resignation (“We will all eventually die”,
“Destiny”) feelings. The combination of high threat and low control
perceptions leads to the use of defensive (e.g., rationalization, deny,
denegation) rather than protective strategies (Shelton et al., 2011;
Witte and Allen, 2000).

Thus, even if an individual is driven by the desire of maintaining his
or her health, there is no guarantee that he or she considers FOBT as a
means to this end, especially when this in itself represents a potential
danger (“Dangerous”, “False positive”). In this sense, we should note that
for many people, “Colonoscopy” already largely ﬁlled the need to test for
potential CRC, at least if there was a need to meet(“Not sick”). More
broadly, the structure in charge of CRC screening is sometimes perceived as less legitimate than the individual's GP ensuring prevention
and protection of the health (“Expect consult”). Several interviewees
revealed that they did “not pay attention” to the postal invitation and/or
thought it was an advertisement (“Thrown away”). At last, motivation to
preserve health incidentally leads individuals to center around what is
presently aﬀecting their health (“Mild disease”). This is to the detriment
of the CRC issue that is just one of many concerns (“Other concerns”,
“Family obligations”) that may be considered much more pressing (“No
time [for that]”). This is in accordance with previous ﬁndings (Whitaker
et al., 2011).
Concerning “Past screening”, previous experience may have “discouraged” subjects who got the impression that it was not useful (“False

3.3. Eﬀective incidence on colorectal cancer screening participation
Ascending Hierarchical Classiﬁcation [AHC] identiﬁed 6 facilitators
62
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Table 2
Facilitators and barriers clusters (i.e., grouping).
Facilitators clusters

Barriers clusters

Name of cluster

Grouped facilitators

Cluster name

Grouped barriers

#1 costs nothing

“Convenient”; “Free”; “Quick”; “At home”

#1 suspicious

#2 recommended
#3 past experience

“50 years”; “Important”; “Check-up”
“Past screening”; “Past FOBT”; “Acquaintance with CRC”;
“Advices”
“Support”; “Structure support”; “GP's support”; “Spousal
support”; “Test has arrived”
“Partner did it”; “FOBT modeling”; “Early diagnosis”;
“Recovery chances”; “Less heavy treatment”
“Family did it”; “Family ATCD”; “Satisfy friends/family”

#2 no time
#3 healthy life

“Previous screening”; “Previous FOBT”; “Lobbying”; “No cancer”;
“Consultation price”
“No time/to consult”; “Other concerns”; “Procrastination”
“Healthy life”; “No ATCD”; “No symptoms”; “Immunization”;
“Alternative medicine”; “Dangerous”
“Head in the sand”; “Fears cancer/positive/treatment/
colonoscopy”; “Looking for trouble”; “Anxiety of waiting”
“Discouraged/by GP”; “No test”; “Destiny”; “Every 2 years”; “We
will all eventually die”
“Too old/young”; “Retirement”; “Age”

#4 perceived support
#5 health beneﬁts modeling
#6 family pressure

#4 afraid
#5 discouraged
#6 not concerned

List of abbreviation: GP = General Practitioner; FOBT = Fecal Occult Blood Test; CRC = Colorectal Cancer; ATCD = Antecedents.

experience of CRC and screening, and by OR = 4.1[95%CI, 1.5–14.8]
in comparison with support perception facilitators. These ﬁndings
conﬁrm that intrinsic motivations are more robust to predict behavior
rather than extrinsic reasons (Markland et al., 2005). Moreover, the
“support” item refers to the volitional process which does not so much
underlie motivation, but more so the cues to act. In fact, our ﬁndings
indicate that individuals undertake FOBT because they want to, rather
than because they can.
In contrast, a lack of time strongly reduces FOBT compliance compared to distrustful attitude (OR = 0.3; 95%CI, 0.1–0.9). Contrary to
other barriers which are undiﬀerentiated pretexts not to do the test, the
concern of not having enough time can also be discussed by motivated
persons momentarily prevented. Moreover, we have shown previously
that suspicious persons were also the ones that had past experience of
CRC screening and probably did routine tests. This would imply that
“Suspicious” would be motivated to undertake FOBT, while “No time”
would be motivated not to undertake.

Table 3
Pairwise simple logistic regressions testing the predictive weight of cluster proﬁles on
fecal occult blood test screening.
Motivational clustersa
(N = 1540)

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

Barrier clustersb
(N = 5887)

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

costs nothing
recommended
past experience
perceived support
health beneﬁts
modeling
#6 family pressure

1.0
1.1
0.7
0.5
1.9

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

1.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4

1.5 (0.3–6.8)

#6 not concerned

0.2 (0.0–2.1)

#2
#3
#4
#5

recommended
past experience
perceived support
health beneﬁts
modeling
#6 family pressure

1.0
0.6 (0.2–2.3)
0.4 (0.1–2.2)
1.1 (0.2–4.8)

#2
#3
#4
#5

1.0
1.1 (0.4–2.5)
1.2 (0.7–1.7)
1.7 (0.6–4.1)

1.3 (0.2–8.1)

#6 not concerned

0.8 (0.0–5.3)

#3 past experience
#4 perceived support
#5 health beneﬁts
modeling
#6 family pressure

1.0
0.7 (0.2–1.8)
2.8 (2.0–3.9)

#3 healthy life
#4 afraid
#5 discouraged

1.0
1.1 (0.4–2.9)
1.5 (0.4–5.5)

2.1 (0.5–7.5)

#6 not concerned

0.7 (0.0–5.9)

#4 perceived support
#5 health beneﬁts
modeling
#6 family pressure

1.0
4.1 (1.5–14.8)

#4 afraid
#5 discouraged

1.0
1.4 (0.5–3.9)

3.2 (0.6–17.7)

#6 not concerned

0.7 (0.0–4.7)

#5 health beneﬁts
modeling
#6 family pressure

1.0

#5 discouraged

1.0

0.8 (0.2–2.8)

#6 not concerned

0.5 (0.0–4.0)

(0.2–4.8)
(0.3–1.7)
(0.1–1.8)
(0.8–5.0)

suspicious
no time
healthy life
afraid
discouraged

no time
healthy life
afraid
discouraged

(0.1–0.9)
(0.0–1.3)
(0.1–1.2)
(0.1–2.1)

4. Discussion
This mixed-method study aimed to better understand motivational
processes underlying decision-making in FOBT participation. First, we
showed that 26.13% (1540/5894) of persons refusing to undertake
FOBT for CRC screening still evoke at least one motivation to undertake
FOBT. The point appears essential, as focusing on these levers rather
than on barriers would increase participation, enabling programs to
reach the ﬁnancial “breakeven” point of 45% (Segnan et al., 2010).
The CRC screening barriers and facilitators identiﬁed in our study
are similar to previous ﬁndings (Honein-AbouHaidar et al., 2016;
Javanparast et al., 2010; Senore et al., 2010; Wools et al., 2016), particularly regarding lack of knowledge, awareness, cancer worry, beneﬁt-risk assessment and medical recommendations. Adding to this, the
originality of our study is to show that pairing barriers and facilitators
together throws another light on the topic (reverse side of facilitators,
positive function of barriers, ambivalence tendencies, etc.). For example, we show that there's a powerful expression of defense mechanisms underlying CRC screening decision-making. Indeed, several
strategies have been mobilized, such as displacing (fearing treatments
rather than cancer), distortion (minimization of threat/FOBT perceived
eﬀectiveness), and denial (illusion of security). All of these defense
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documented as a strong predictor of CRC screening compliance (Senore
et al., 2010), but that we observe to be connected with progressive
withdrawal, anger and suspicion (e.g., lobbying, i.e., they suspect that
bodies are doing business on their health or on their fears) when after
repeated screenings, there is still no manifestation of the spectrum
(threat) raised by healthcare professionals. More than ever, there's still
a need to raise CRC screening knowledge even forindividuals that may
appear to be already convinced of the beneﬁts. This recommendation
had already been made elsewhere (Aubin-Auger et al., 2011; Kimura
et al., 2014).
Tailored education, as suggested by Dharni et al. (2016), may also
be used in this light by improving eligible participants' awareness or
preparing them for FOBT, respectively depending on whether motivation or volition needs to be enhanced among them (Gollwitzer, 1993;
Prochaska and DiClemente, 1982). Based on our logistic regression
ﬁndings the goal remains to foster self-determination of motivation. For
this purpose, motivational interviewing (Miller and Rollnick, 2013) and
binding communication (Fabien Girandola and Joule, 2012) prove to be
useful for increasing intrinsic motivation and putting it into context,
and may be beneﬁcial to teach to GPs.
Our study has some limitations. Firstly, the sample consisted of
individuals who refused to be screened even after at least two reminders, which increased the discrepancy between the number of
barriers and the number of levers quoted. However, the study's aim was
to highlight motivations among reluctant persons in order to identify
potential action to encourage them to participate. Then, even crossvalidated, our ﬁndings must rely on declarative content. Several motivations or barriers also might be the expression of defensive strategies
(rationalization, trivialization, etc.), nonetheless signiﬁcant.
Motivations aren't that clear or rigid. This study contributes to increase the understanding of CRC screening determinants, not only in a
descriptive, but also in a processual manner (i.e., co-functioning).
Among other things, our study shows that motivations must be understood through their positive function for an individual, rather than
through their restrictive positive or negative value, in order to improve
health promotion strategies.
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